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1. Introduction 

The high statistics data 1) for R+p+K+a-h++ at 13 GeV/c afford the 
- 

opportunity of studying K*(890) and K*(1420) resonance production. For 
+- each resonance we use the observed K T angular distributions 

to determine the t structure of the K*A production amplitudes. 

Although a corn;*lete description of K+p+K"A+* requires twice as many 

amplitudes t as one of KN-WN, the dominance of T exchange at small t 

allows us to simplify the problem, and to perform amplitude analyses 

3,4,5) in much the same way as for KN+K*N. In order to perform reliable 

aqlitude analyses, we find that it is crucial to include the lower Ksr 

partial waves under the K* resonances. Having obtained the amplitudes, 

we then describe their t structure in terms of 'a simple model 

based on in, B, p and A2 exchange, together with non-evasive or 'cut' 
. 

I - contributions. This economical model is able to describe all features 

of the data in both the K*(890) and the K*(1420) mass regions. Conse- 

quently we can study the production mechanisms as a function of the 

produced Kr mass. 

Besides their intrinsic interest, a knowledge of the (Kn>A production 

mechanisms is important for the determination of Ka partial waves by 

extrapolation to the TT exchange pole. In particular, we can investigate 

whether the advantage of using the non-vanishing, non-flip TT exchange in 

the Kp-tKnA reaction (as compared to Kp-tKrn) is offset by the relatively 

large values of jtmin/ that occur with increasing KIT mass. 

Tne plan of the paper is as follows. 52 and 53 are devoted to 

K*(890)A and K*(1420)~ production respectively. In each section, the 

discussion proceeds from the less- to the more-model-dependent results. 

For example, for K*(890)A production we present first, in §2.1, the 

2 

i 

‘See, for example, ref. 2. 
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amplitude bounds that follow directly from the positivity of the Kn 

density matrix. We then describe, in §2.2, an amplitude analysis of the 

Kr angalar distribution based on the minimum number of assumptions, and 

finally, in 92.3, we use an exchange model to generate the amplitude 

structure. Our summary and conclusions are-contained in 94. 

2. Kk(890) production 

In the mass region 0.87<%r<0.92 GeV, the K+p+(K+n-)A++ reaction 

can be described by S and P wave Kn spin states only. It is convenient to 

discuss the Kr angular distribution in terms of the quantities+ So,Po,P 

and Pi, where So and PO describe helicity zero Klr production and, to 

leading order in energy, P,-(Px=l+Px=-l >/fi describe helicity one produc- 

tion by natural and unnatural parity exchange 

this experiment 1) , there is no information on 

each of the above amplitudes is an incoherent 

amplitudes, that is 

respectively. Since, in 

baryon polarisation, 

sum of four independent 
4 

(1) 

where (A,N):(2AA,2XN)=(3+), (l+>, (3-) and (l-). The degree of (spin) 

coherence, 510' between PO and P-, for example, is defined by 
. 

Ipol IF-I el”10 (2) 

where 0,<510<1, with analogous expressions for 5 * and; .? *. Before 0 - 
expressing the observables in terms of amplitudes, we note that in the 

t These,amplitudes may be regarded as vectors in the space spanned by 

the baryon helicity eigenstates. - 
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K*(890) resonance region, 6 , 
P 

the phase of the KIT P wave, varies rapidly 

with MKii while 6, is virtually independent of Kr mass. The 6L are 

related-to the I=;;$ phase shifts by 

. i6 1 

&L = arg Ein8 1 L. 
L 

e 
3. i6 

+isin6 e 
L L31 (3) 

To allow for the different mass dependences of the S and P wave amplitudes 

we average the observable amplitude combinations over the K* mass 

bin assuming that dp3=0 and that Jpl is given by a Breit-Wigner resonance 

form k(K*) = 0.893 GeV, L'(K*) = 0. 05 GeV,. R = 5 GeV-' as in ref. 5J 
. 

and that 6, and the production mechanisms are independent of s,. The 
. 

observable moments of the Kn angular distribution can then be written as: 

do a=dt = ISol + <sin26p> (IPo12 + IP+j2 + lP-12) 

O(P oo-o11) = <sin26p[IPo12 - i(jP,j2 + IP-12)] 

Q Plwl = 1 <sin26p> (lP+(2-jP-j2) 

1 = - <sin26 > oReolo fi P PO1 Id 51, cos $I0 

CJ Re p os = ISol /PO1 Co, <.sinJp cos (A+eos)> 

0 Re pls =X ISo/ IP,I Sls <sidp cos(A+els)> 

(4) 

where < vindicates an average over the K* mass bin. For convenience, we 

have written the phases, $,,, associated with the S-P interference terms 

L Cf eq.(2)] 2s $is=A+B. 
IS where AZ'6 -6 

s P' 
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From eqs. (4) we see that the observables depend only upon the four 

amplitude magnitudes ISol, IP,l, IP+l, k-1 and the three;amplitude . 

cohere&e factors' 

Cl0 2 51, cos $10 

<c >rg <sin6 OS OS p cos(A+8 >> 
OS 

The (PO, P-) coherence factor satisfies 
lclo 61, whereas the mass- 

averaged S-P coherences, <C. >, are bounded by LO.787 (see appendix). 
1s 

(5) 

2.1 Bounds on,the Kk(890) amplitudes 
- 

From the positivity constraints 6) on the Kn density matrix, we 

can calculate, using eqs. (4), the range of values allowed for the 

magnitudes of So, P, and P, and for Clo, <C Is >and <C >. The OS 
procedure, which includes the averaging over the K* mass bin, ' 2-S 

outlined in the appendix and the bounds are shown in Fig. 1 in both the 

t and s channel reference frames. 

We see that PO is by far the largest contribution to the cross 

section at small t. This dominance of PO can be attributed to the --- 

r exchange contribution to the t channel amplitude ply (in the notation 

of eq. (1)). However, by -t'Lo.3 GeV2, Pi: have magnitudes comparable 

to that of PO and forilarge -t (20.4 GeV2), PC is the largest amplitude. 

Moreover, P, do not appear to vanish at t'~t-tmin=O. This requires the 

presence of a contribution which is not (evasive) pole exchange. Such a 

'cut' 7 83 contribution is expected' LO be present in the s channel net helicity 
h=l non-flip amplitudes P3+ and PtI'. e It is not possible to disentangle a 

. 
' cut' contribution to the other non-flip amplitude, Ply, from the large 
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TT exchange contribution. Finally, the bounds on Cl0 imply that the t- 

channel Pl+ amplitude must be non-zero to produce the required coherence 

of P- with the dominant r exchange amplitude. 

2.2 K+p-tK.k(890) A++ amplitude analysis 

To proceed further we make the reasonable assumption that the 

dominant TT exchange amplitudes are coherent 
. 

s’, = y, elA So 

That is tos=l and eos =0, which in turn implies SlO=ElsGE and +lO=-Bls:Q. 

The six observables of eqs. (4) are then given in terms of seven unknowns 

* /Sol, Ip,i, Ip+I, 5, + and A. Apart from the (P,,P-) coherence parameter, 

5, these equations are identical to those used to analyse the ~-TT+ angular 

distribution observed in the reaction m-pi(r-n+)n in the p mass region. 9) 

There, the non-evasive contribution to P- and the IT exchange contriiiution 

. - both occur in s channel baryon flip amplitudes and it is reasonable to 

assume that 5=1. For Kp+(Kr)A this is not the case and, in fact, from the 

discussion in the previous section, we expect 5+0 as t'+O. 

To perform an amplitude decomposition we must therefore make an 

additional assumption. At the TT exchange pole, t=u2, eq. (6) is exactly 

true+, and A and y, are given in terms of KIT phase shifts. However, in 

the physical region, t<t min' modifications can occur. For the ampiitude 

analysis we assume that AS5 -6 is known and independent of t, but leave 
s P 

YS as a free parameter at each t value. The value that we use for 6s is 

that found in the amplitude extrapolation described in 52.3. This value 
,: 

6,=450, which agrees with that obtained 5) in the amplitude analysis of 

13 GeV/c K-p+(K-rr+)n data 10) in the same mass region, corresponds to 

<c >=0.55. 
OS 

With 63s=-100 in eq. (3), this vaiue of. d implies 6:=39'. S 

'The amplitudes are also exactly coherent at t'=O. 
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The six remaining unknowns can now be determined from the 

observables at each value of t' and the results in the t channel 
- 

(8 channel) are shown in Fig. 2a (Pig. 2b). We see that the t channel 

(s channel) Cl0 and <Cls > are negative (positive) and such that <C 
1s 10% >/C 

cc OS > which implies that +~180~(0~) and S+CIC (+Clo). The values found 

for Y, can be extrapolated to the in exchange pole. The extrapolated 

value is in good agreement with that obtained from the Kn phases, indica- 

ting that the analysis is consistent. 

We note that the t and s channel amplitudes of Fig. 2a and b, respec- 

tively, are obtained under slightly different assumptions and are 

therefore not exactly related by crossing. The assumption that to,=1 in 

the s channel leads to some (So,Po) incoherence in the t channel, and 

vice versa. In practice this difference is negligible except at the 

largest few t values considered. 
. 

To investigate the sensitivity of the results to the input value of 

6 S’ 'werepeatedthe analysis assuming 6 s1=350 and 6 3=-100 (Js= 42', S 
<cost-o. 50) . This caused y, to increase by about 10% and <C 

1s > to 

decrease by about IO%, while the P wave quantities were virtually 

unaffected, with the exception of (P,! at small Itl. 

From Fig. 2 we see, besides the dominant IT exchange in P 
0’ the non- 

evasive contributions to P t* The coherence, ICKY], increases rapidly 

away from t'=O and we see that PO and P- are almost coherent' for 

O.l<-tc0.2 GeV2. Another interesting feature is the rapid decrease 

of IP+l to a minimum at -tlLO.l GeV2, before it increases to exceed Ip-1 

and /PO/ at large ItI, 

, 'This is related to the observation in ref. 11 that /Re ploj for K6p+K*(890)Ait 

reaches its maximum allowed value in this t interval. 
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2.3 K+p + R:'i(890)A++ production mechanisms 

We now focus our attention on the question of whether the t structure 

of the.L+p j K*(890)A++ amplitudes can be simply described in terms of pro- 

duction mechanisms expected to be important. For this reaction we have to 
, 

consider r, B, p -and A2 Regge pole exchanges. We assume ?r-B and A2-p 

exchange degeneracy (ED) and that the a-B exchange contributes only to the 

t-channel non-flip amplitudes, So 1+ and Ply. This model for the exchanges, 

along with simple t channel non-evasive or 'cut' contributions, provides 

a good description3) of 4 GeV/c data4) for the line-reversed K*n i K*p and 
- j; 

K p + K n reactions, and of the K-p -+ ?n data at 13 GeV/c 5) . For the 

K+p j K*(890)A++ * reaction, we find that these simple pole exchanges, 

together with s channel non-evasive 'cut' contributions to P,, are a 

good description of all features of the data. The cuts, when crossed 

from the s to the t channel, automatically generate the observed (P,,P-) 

coherence and they also destructively interfere with A2-p exchange 

leading to the dip in (P,] at -t'QO.l GeV2. 

We therefore parametrize*the IT-B exchange contribution by 

(t) 0 Pl+= G (7) 

where K is a kinematic factor 

eb ( t-u21 
?)K= umA +y$ 2 and G = g 

is chosen to be real in accord with n-B exchange degeneracy. 

The 'cuts' are taken to contribute to the s-channel net con-flip 

. X=1 amplitudes P3+ and Pif' and so we write 

(s) 1 
P3+ = Gyj e 

b3 (t-u21 

. 
-- wp 1 bl(‘-p2) 

l- = Gyl e 

In the t dependent analyses, we relate t to t' using an effective t min 

(8) 

of -0.014 and -0.051 GeV2 for the K'(890) and K"'(l420) respectively. 
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E'cen crossed to the s channel, the n-B exchange of eq. (7) contributes 

to all the unnatural parity amplitudes and, in conjunction with the cuts 

of eq;. (8), 1 eads -to a (Po,P > coherence, 5, which increases as.& 

for small tf . 
. 

13) Motivated by the'success of the Stodolsky-Sakurai model for p 

exchange, we assume that A2-P exchange contributes to the t channel ampli- . 
tudes in the form: 

(t> + 
p3+ 

= &- ct)p; = _ tr GyA ebA(t-‘2) 

w,+ = w,+ = 0 
3- * l+ (9) 

where we have taken yA to be real, in accord with A 2-p exchange degeneracy. 

The relative reality of yA and the cuts of eqs. (8) is responsible for the 

dip structure in IP+I. 

To allow for the S wave under the K*(890), we assume, as in the 

preceding section, that the (pure r-B exchange) So and PO s channel 

amplitudes are coherent, that is 

j. 
sO 

= yz e 
bs(t-u2) eiA -t 

Po/cos x (10) 

where x is the crossing angle\relating the s and t channel .I? decay frames. 

The crossing factor,i '20s x, is introduced so that y: is related directly to 

Kn partial waves 
i6 

1 

y: = IsinS: e ' 3 +isin6 e 
S (11) 

This minimal exchange model provides an excellent description of all 
-+. 

features of the data. LMoreover, as can be seen from the curves on Fig. 2, 

the t dependence of the amplitudes is in good agreement with the results of 
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the t-independent amplitude analysis. The table lists the values of the 

parameters obtained by fitting to the Kn moments (including error correla 
. 

tions) for -t'<0.4 GeV2. We note that the non-evasive contributions of 4 

-_ 

eqs. (8) interfere destructively with the IT-B pole contributions to these 

s channel amplitudes, as would be expected-for absorptive corrections to 

?T-B pole exchange. 

Since only the Kn angular distribution observables are availabie ' 

it is inappropriate to include other possible exchange contributions or to 

consider refinements to the model. For instance, the P wave amplitudes 

have been chosen to be relatively real, if as required by EXD for Kip + K&A ; 

relaxing this constraint and introducing some degree of phase into-. 

. herence would not change the essential features of the description, and 

would only introduce a degree of arbitrariness into the parametrization. 

However, if the jointKkA ++ 
decay angula, ,- distribution were observed, more 

detailed features could be explored. For instance, see refs. 2 and 14 

where the joint decay distribution is used to study the IT"P +PA *+ (WA++) 

t amplitudes at 3.7 and 7.1 GeV/c respectively . 

3. K"(1420) production 

TO describe the reaction Kip j (Ki~-)Aii in the K*(1420) mass region, 

1.36~~~ cl.48 GeV, we have to consider S., P and D wave K?T spin states. 

tt' There are therefore nine 'amplitude vectors (So, PO, 'Pi -Do, Dlt, D2_+) -, 
to determine from the 15 measurable moments of the Kn angular distribution 

(<Yi> with 564, OdUJ). 

L 

'The S wave TX contributions under the p have not been studied in these 

anaiySeS. 

The notation is that of 52; Lht describe spin L, helicity h KT production 

by natural (+) and unnatural (-) parity exchange. 



In princip le, we could proceed as we did in the K* (890) region and 
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-v first use the positivity constraints on the Kr density matrix to find 

the aflowed range of values of the amplitude magnitudes, and of the 

coherence factors .pe(zi.t.* J )‘ILil ILjI? b etween the various pairs of 

unnatural (natural) parity exchange amplitudes. Unfortunately, when 

considering these constraints on the K*(1420) amplitudes,it is crucial 
. 

to include the lower KIT partial waves. With S, P and D wave KIT production 

we have to consider 9 magnitudes and 18 coherence factors, and the 

constraints are very involved and not very illuminating, Given that the 

P wave under the K*(1420) is small, it might appear that we could consider 

the constraints imposed by the even J moments on the S and D wave Kr 

amplitudes. However, these would be misleading because [P~,I~ certainly 

cannot be neglected in comparison to ID~+/~ with X=1 or 2. 

. - 3.1 Kip + Kn(1420)Aii amplitude analysis 

In order to determine the t dependence of the K*(1420) production 

amplitudes,we proceed as we did in the Kk(890) region. We assume that 

the dominant T exchange amplitudes are coherent, that is 
: n 

go = 
LUs + 

Y,e .Do 

go = yp eiAp so (12) 

Since TT exchange occurs in the non-flip amplitude component-of zo', these 

relations are exzct at t=t min 2s well as at t=u', and should therefore 

be a good approximation at small t'. 
c 

The reiative magnitudes and phases, y,, yp, A and A 2 
S P' 

at t=u can 

be determined by extrapolation from the physical region t'<O to the in 

exchange pole. Proceeding as we did in the Vc(890) region, we perform 

an anplitude analysis at each t' assuming that A 
S 

and A are known but 
P 
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leaving Y, and yp as free parameters. We take ~~'56' and ~~'85' which 

are the values found in the amplitude extrapolation described in 93.2. 
CI 
Before presenting the amplitude analysis it is useful to indicate 

wlnich moments of the RX angular distribution are primarily responsible 

for the various amplitude determinations. The even J moments are 

observed to be much larger than the odd J moments; this requires SClal.1 

P wave RX production under the K*(l420). If, initially, we omit the P 

wave amplitudes, the even J moments determine S o, Do, Dlk and D 22' If, further, 

we consider only the even J moments with X$2 and neglect D2?, the amplitude 

determination is very similar to the K"(890) analysis. These moments 

determine ls,L b,l~ ID,$, 5 and 4 where 

(13) 

If we now inciude the odd J moments and the P wave amplitudes, the 

moments <Yi> and <Y:> are mainly responsible for the determination of P 
0 

relative to S o and Do. In practice the amplitude determination is more 

involved than this simplified discussion implies, since jPoj. I2 z ;Dl+j2 

at SEldi t. 

From the above discussion it is clear that we cannot extract the 

finer details of amplitude structure, such as P,, from the data in the 
A 

Kk(i420) mass region. Rather than neglect P, altogether, we include 

their contributions using the relations 

(14) 

which are expected from absorptive corrections to n-B exc’nange. We also 

assume D2+ (D2-) is coherent with Dl+ (Dl,). Moreover, we found that 

leaving the phase 9, of eq. (13), free did not significantly improve /the 

description. We therefore set +O (180') in the s channel (t channel) 
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amplitude analysis. A reliable determination of o would require even 

higher statistics data. - 

%e results of the amplitude analysis are shown in Fig. 3. We 

see that there is a large S wave contribution under the Kk(1420); The 

magnitudes.of So, PO, Do and D l- are reasonably well determined, but 

we note that So and Do'are strongly correlated. On the other hand, 

since the (Kr) observables do not contain any interference terms 

between'these amplitudes and Dl+, we find that Dl+ is poorly determined 

at small t. 'We note that the (Do, Dl-) coherence, 5, has structure very 

similar to that of (P,,P,> in the K*(890) region (cf. IG,,[ of Fig. 2). 

Also non-evasive or 'cut' contributions to Dl+ are evident from Fig. 3, 

although Dl+ does not appear to exhibit the dip found for P+ in the . 

K*(890) mass region. The variation of the 'cut'ln. pole ratio in going 

from the K*(890) to K*(1420) mass region is complicated.in t-his reaction 

by tmin effects and cannot be immediately deduced from Fig. 3. This 

variation is studied below. 

3.2 Production Mechanisms for K'p + Kk(1420)A++ 

As in the Kk(890) mass region, we determine the structure of the 

K*(1420) amplitudes by fittir .g directly to the data for -t'<0.3 GeV2 

using an amplitude parametrization based on the production mechanisms. 

For the D wave amplitudes we use the parametrization of eqs. (7-9) with -.. s 
P replaced by D, with the modification described below. This parametri- 

zation leads to non-zero contributions to the D amplitudes and, in 

particular, we find ir-I3 pole contributions to (5; 2- D3+ and (')D2- which 
2 

l- 
&row as (-t')2 and which become too large to agree with the data. This 

suggests that absorptive corrections should also be included for these 

amplitudes. Xather than introducing further parameters, we relate these 

absorptive contributions to those for (s)Dh=l 
, cf eq. (8), using 
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where 9he factor J-t'lMKr is expected in an absorbed IT exchange picture 15) . 

To allow for the large S wave contribution under the K*(1420), we 

assume that it ii pure'n-B exchange and given by (cf. eq. (7)) 

(t> 0 sl+ = ~1 e 
bs(t-U2) iAs 

e G K 
p2-t 

. (15) 

The small P-wave contribution, on the other hand, is parametrized by 

To = y 
P 

eiAp So (16) 

with PI given by eq. (14). 

The values of the parameters- listed in the table were obtained by 

least squares fits to the data in the K*(1420) mass region for -t'<0.3 GeV'. 

. They provide a good description of the data and the resultant amplitudes 

compare well with those obtained in the t independent analysis of 93.1, 

as can be seen from Fig, 3. 

One important result that emerges from the fits is that the n-5 

exchange contribution to K*(l420) production is strongly correlated to 

that for the large S wave background under the resonance. In particular, 

although As is well determined, we find a strong correlation between the 
K 

values of G, y, and bs. This correlation arises because the-extrapolation 

from the physical region to the IT exchange pole is over an interval 

AtW.07 GeV2 in the'Kk(1420) region. Equally acceptable descriptions of 

the data are obtained for values of Y," throughout the range 0.81<~1<1.10, 

with corresponding ranges for G and bs of 1.36>G>1.14 and 1.3<bs<3.3 GeV -2 . 

These ail give very similar descriptions of the So and D 
0 amplitudes in the 

physical region, as indeed they must as these are the best determined 

amplitudes, but lead to significantly different predictions at the r eschange 

pole. . 
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It is interesting to see whether the EK, dependence of the AZ-p and L 

cut contributions to KN + KrA is similar to that found in the KX + KnX 

react?ons . Prom the table, we see that the ratio of A2-p to n-5 exchange 

at -t=Q.3 GeV2 i.s only half as large in the K*(142O)A region as it is for 

- 

K*(890)A. This mass dependence agrees well with that found in the K*n reao- 

tions5), although the size of the A2'p coupling is not very well deter- 

mined in the K*(1420) region in either case. 

In order to compare the strength of the 'cuts' in the K*(890) and 

K*(l420) regions it is useful to compare them with the expectations of the 

Williams model'). That is , in the s-channel evasive amplitudes, L X=1 
3+ and 

x=1 
LL- we make the replacement 

t’ t’ 
-2 +& + cw (17) 
!J -t 

where 5 may be regarded as an absorptive correction to the B exchange 

contribution t'/u'-t. The Williams model takes Cfl. In the K*(890) 

regiqn, we find at -t=.056 GeV2 that CW=l.O in Pi+ and C,=l.9 in P' 
l-' 

In the K*(1420) region, we find C&PO.4 (0.7) in Di+ 1 (Dl,) at the same t 

value. These numbers are.very similar to those found for the M + K*N - 

reactions, namely $pl.l (0.6) in the R*(890) (R*(1420)) regions. That 

Is , in'KrA production, as well as in the Knn and rTn reactions 5,15,16) 

there is a marked decrease of the 'cut' effect with increasing dimeson 

mass. 

4. Sumnary and Conclusions 

We have studied the structure of the K*(890) and K*(L420) production 

amplitudes using the moments of the KTT angular distribution observed in 

the reaction K+P + K+B-A * at 13 GeV/c. Although it might appear that such w 

;tn analysis can only be performed if thejoint K*A decay distribution is . 

available, we have shown that, for this K exchange dominated reaction, a 

reasonable amplitude determination can be achieved even when the A decay 

is not obrirved. 
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For the determination of K* production amplituder we found that it 

is crucial to include amplitudes describing the production of t'ne lower 

Kx spm states. In the K*(890) mass region this is illustrated by 

the amplitude bounds (Fig. 1) which follow directly from the positivity 

of the density matrix< Whereas /PO/ is well-determined by the data, we 

see that' lPr] and the coherence factors are sensitive to the S wave 

under the K*(890). Moreover in the K*(1420) region we found that the S and \ 

P wave amplitudes, So and PO, are at least as important as those describing 

non-zero he'iicity K"(1420) production (namely DIF and D2*). 

We summarize our results on the K*(890) and K*(1420) amplitude 

structure and production mechanisms with reference to Figs. 2 and 3. In 

the forward direction we see that the K* resonances are produced dominantly 

in the helicity zero state, as expected from the presence of the nearby 

TT eschange pole. This implies that the K+p + K*A++ helicity amplitude, 
. - 

Ly+, dominates near t'=o. We also see evidence for non-evasive helicity 

one K* production, which implies the presence of production amplitudes 
1 

L3+ and/or L:- at t'=O. In addition we see that the (Ll-, Lo) coherence 

increases rapidly from zero at t'=o such that Lo and Ll- have a large 

degree of coherence by -t"LO.l GeV2. We find that TT exchange and s channel 

non-evasive contributions give a natural explanation of the observed t 

structure of the coherence. Furthermore.the dip at -t'QO.l GeV2 in the . 

natural parity exchange contribution can be described by destructive 

interference between A -p 2 exchange and these non-evasive contributions. 

The natural parity exchange amplitude, Dl+, describing K*(1420) production 

does not show this structure, although it is less well determined due, to 

a large extent,to appreciable S and P wave Kr production in the K"(1420) 

mass region. These lower partial wave amplitudes are, respectively, so.me 

90% and 20% of the helicity zero K"(1420) production amplitude, D 
0’ 
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A comparison of the K*(890) and K*(1420) amplitudes allows a study of 

the Kn mass dependence of the exchange mechanisms for K+P + (Ka)A++. As 

‘for Kp+ (Kr)n and up.+ (nn)n, we find that the absorptive corrections 

(and also X2-p exchange) decrease relative to IT exchange with increasing 

mass. 

Finally, we compare the Kn partial waves found in the K$< resonance 

regions by analysing KfP + (Kn)A++ data, with those obtained 5) using 

13 GeV/c K-P -+ (Kr)n data 10) . The results, obtained by extrapolating the 

r exchange amplitude contributions to are in reasonable agreement 

(compare the values of 6 1 
s; Y;, As' Yp and Ap in the table with those of 

ref. 5). As compared to Kp + (KT)n, the reaction Kp + (KIT)A has\ the 

advantage that x exchange occurs in non-flip amplitudes. However, in 

the KJ;(1420) mass region we find that the KIT partial waves are better- 

determined using K-p + (Kr)n data. The advantage of the non-flip TT exchange 

contributions to Kp -f (Kr)A is more than offset by the larger value of tmir * 

(tmin =-0.051 GeV2 for K+p + K*(1420)A++ at 13 GeV/c) which gives rise to a 

much larger extrapolation interval than for K-p + K'*(1420)n. 
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Appendix Amplitude bounds in the K*(890) region 

PGitivity 6) imposes constraints on the Kn density matrix elements 

or, alternatively, bounds on the amplitude magnitudes, /Lx/, and the 

coherence factors, C. .; defined in eqs. (5). 
l-3 In principle, the 

probiem can be separated into two parts, that is, the natural and 

unnatural parity exchange parts of the density matrix are block diagonal. 

However, in the case of a superposition of two (or more) spin states, _ 

the data do not permit such a separation into natural and unnatural 

parity sectors. Furthermore, in the K*(890) mass region, the problem 

is complicated by the fact that the P wave amplitudes are rapidly vary- 

ing functions of Kn mass while the S wave is virtually independent of 

ST- In eqs. (4) and (5) this MKr dependence is explicitly 'exhibited. 

. 
. ‘v. Before considering the positivity constraints we note that, 

because of the mass averaging, the S-P coherences <C 
OS > and <Cls> are 

unlike Clo, not bounded by rl. To see this we write, for instance, 

<c OS > of eq. (5) as 
A / 

<c > = 
OS 5 <sin& OS . ? 

cos(6s-6p + eos) > 

z a Cos cosi E a C 
OS 

where a is given 3y 

a= = 0.787 

sO’ 

jS 0 

have the bounds on the amplitude magnitudes, that is, IL11 2 30, where L 
x = 

PO’ pa or P+. From the first three of eqs.(4), we can express 

I29 I?+ I2 and /P-j2 in terms of, say, /? 12 1 
0’ and the observables. Tne 

and, analagously, <Cls>=a C 
1s - The positivity constraints apply to the 

matrix constructed from the IL,/ and these Cij, which satisfy lCij 1~1. 

It is convenient to discuss the bounds in three stages. First we 
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magnitude bounds for P+, P- and PO all provide lower bounds on lPo] whiie 

the bound on lSo[ gives an upper bound on /PO/, In the small t' region 

(-t'cz2 GeV2), 
. 

we find that the lower bound for lPolgenerally corresponds 

to lP,j=O. 

The second type of bound comes from the Schwarz inequalities 

unnatural parity amplitudes, that is Re (ii.cj*) 6 1~~1.1~~ 1, or 

observables 

for the 

jc.. 
rJ 

s 1. 

By using eqs. (4), we can express the C.. in terms of 

. l?o12. 
13 

The bound on Cl0 yields a lower bound for IP 
0 

C OS and Cls give both upper and lower limits, For -t 

that ~~~~~ sl provides the tightest lower bound on IPo 

and 

while those for 

>.12 GeV2, we find 

I while for virtually 

the entire t range the best upper bound comes from ICosl-<l, 

The third category of bound comes from the requirement that the 

determinant of the unnatural parity sector of the density matrix be positive. 

In terms of the C.., 
1-J 

this can be written as 

cl(J 
2 

+ Cos 
2 

+ Cls 
2 

- 2 Cos Cls Cl0 d 1 

which can be easily derived using the cosine addition theorem. After 

expressing the C ijfs in terms of IPo12 and the observables, this becomes 
2 a cubic in ]Po/ , and, in practice, generates an upper and a lower bound 

on lPoj2. We find that, in general, these bounds are slightly more 

restrictive-than those of the first two categories. 
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. 
.- The values of the parameters obtained by fitting to K+p * K+a-A++ data 

in the K*(890) and K"(1420) mass regions using the parametrizations described 

in 32.3 and 53.2 respectively. 

‘K”(890) ] K*(1420) 

g 1.43 1.26 

b. -1.2 0.2 

Y3 -5.5 -3.0 

b3 -1.1 -1.9 

Yl -9.5 -5.1 a> . 

-bl 1.4 0.6 

k 57 6.3 

bA 4.4 
I 

&S 
L3go 

YS 
==1.03 

Parameters bs =6.4 
AS 

=56' 
describing 

the lower 

K:: wavks ! 

bS 
=2.3 

/ 

yP 
=0.21 

A 

i 

p =86' 

a> 13 the F(l420) fits we have imposed the constraint that yl/y3 equal 

its value in the K*(890) fits. 
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FLgure Captions 

7’ 
dig. 1 The bounds for the K+p + K.;rA++ amplitudes In the K*(890) 

mass region, obtained from the positivity of the Kn density 

matrix. The quantities are defined by eqs. (4) and (5), and 
1 

Ys=isol/lPol l - The S-P coherence factors are averaged over the 

KJ; mass bin and are therefore bounded by CO.787 (see the 

appendix). Figs. a) and b) correspond to using the t and s 

channel frames to describe the Kr angular distribution. The 

bounds on IP+/ are the same in both channels. 

-. 21g. 2 The 13 GeV/c K+p + (Ka)A++ amplitudes obtained by analysing the 

Kr angular distribution in the K*(890) mass region. The points 

are the results of the amplitude analysis described in 52.2, and 

the curves correspond to the fit, described in 52.3, to data with 

-t'<0.4 GeV'. 

Fig. 3 The 13 GeV/c K+p + (Kn)A++ amplitudes obtained by analysing the 

KTF angular distribution in the K'k(1420) mass region. The points 

are the results of the amplitude analysis described in §3.1, and 
. 

the curves correspond to the fit, described in 53.2, to data with 

-t'<0.3 GeV'. 
\ 
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